




EUPHORIC 



to throw down the glove

A)To give a challenge

B) To accept immediately

C) To be hopeless

D) To be in dilemma 

ANS :- A



red letter day

A)A dangerous day

B) An important day

C) An unimportant day

D) Anniversary of someone 

ANS :- B



Kick the bucket

A)To conclude

B) To kill

C) To die

D) To absolve 

ANS :- C



To cross swords

A) To backbite

B) To show anger

C) To put one in difficulty

D) To fight 

Ans :- D



To take umbrage

A) To feel depressed

B) To be offended

C) To be satisfied

D) To be pleased 

Ans :- b



A purple weight –

a dark spot
B. a blemish in otherwise good work
C. multicolored decoration
D. ornate portion in a literary work

ANS :- D



Flogging a dead horse-

A. repeating our request
B. making him see reason
C. beating about the bush
D. wasting time in useless 
effort

ANS :- C



Fights shy of –

A. afraid of
B. frightened
C. avoids from a feeling of 
mistrust
D. quarrels bitterly with

ANS :- C



Under a cloud

A. experiencing cloudy 
weather
B. enjoying favorable luck
C. under suspicion
D. under observation

ANS :- C



To a hair –

A. vaguely
B. to some extent
C. exactly
D. not the like of

ANS :- C



To go overboard

A. To tell people about someone’s secrets
B. To encourage someone in his bad times

C. To do too much of something

D. Once in a life-time

ANS :- C



Take something with a 
pinch of salt

A. Believing something with a doubt

B. To keep people at a distance

C. To interfere in someone’s affairs

D. To lose a sustained share/position

ANS :- A



To cut corners

A. Something is better than nothing

B. To look disappointed for something

c. To take short-cuts

D. To sniff something wrong

ANS :- C



Go along with

A. Dave and Brad don’t really get along with each other.

B . The dance teacher advised us to keep up with the 

practice.

C . Joy and sorrow go hand in hand.

D . You cannot just go about with what your friends say.

E. You are requested to follow up with the progress in this 

regard.

ANS :- D



A. The official was asked to hand back the tickets.

B. He handed over the report in time.

C. The police are working hand in hand with the

detectives.

D. You should head back home before it starts raining.

E. The children were asked to hand out fliers for the

annual function.

Hand in

ANS :-B




